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Preface

Education for the Hearing Impaired is a collection of 9 papers
selected from those presented at the Fifth Congress of the World
Federation of the Deaf, Warsaw, 1967. These papers were
collected and compiled by the Alexander Graham 13e11 Association,
Washington, D. C. Other collections of papers from the Congress
have been compiled and are available from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service. Other collections atmomiced in this issue
of Research in Education may be found by consulting the Institution
Index under World Federation of the Deaf or the Subject Index under
aurally handicapped. Tit leo of these other collections are:

Communication Methods for the Hearing Impaired
Cultural Activities for the Deaf
Diagnosis of Hearing Loss
Psychology of Deafness
Rehabilitation of Hearing
Soctoiogical Aspects of Deafness
Training And Qualifications (Teachers and Workers for the Deaf)
The Very Young Hearing-Impaired Children
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SPECIALISTIC CONSULTATION REHAWLITATION CENTRES

FOR CHILDREN WITH AUDITORY DEFECTS ORGANIZED BY'

POLISH ASSOCIATION OF THE DEAF.

/A paper/

In the struggle for improving the lot of the deaf and

safeguarding their interests, associations and unions

organized by the deaf themselves played'important role

since their establishing at the end of XIXth century'.

The needs, diffloulties and tragedies,of those afflicted

with deafness being best known to them - the deaf began

organizing themselves,appealing to authorities, and public

opin.imin. their respective countries with creative and

progressive initiative in the field of protection and

care for the deaf.

Asresult of this activity e.go in Denmark "Danish As

sociation of Improved Hearing" was established in 1912

which during its 55 years' long work developed into one

of leading organizations in the world for the welfare of

the deaf.

The first "Association bf the Deaf" in Pcland was foun

ded in 1876 ioe. 90 years ago and after some organizatio-

nal changed developed into "Polish Association of the

Deaf" in 1955 struggling for the welfare and independence
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of a deaf citizen in the society of the hearing. These

attempts were expressed recently by the Association aiming

at providing specialistic care for deaf children at the

time of their earliest development. This work is to as-

sist mothers in their difficult task of adjusting deaf

children t© life in their own environment and families.

LatiALkollin investi ations on deaf childregtio
ia Poland

Ia 196) Polish Association of the Deaf initiated organiza-

tion of consultaWn.work,for.deaf children all over

Pcland. This work was undertaken basing on scientific as

sistance rendered by Mcther and ChUhd Institute.

The first step was gathering information about social,

economic and sanitaxy conditions of children with impaired

hearing by means of polling conducted by publishing in

press a specially prepared questionnaire.

The polling results brought addresses and information

about "deaf:" children aad with serious hearing disorders

residing both in large towns aad in smallest villages all

over the country. Basing on statistical data it was stated

that about 90% children answering tht pcal 14st their

hearing before being 2 years old, 961.J % deaf children did

not speak before 6 years of age, unda medical care were

about 26% children and under rehabilitation treatment

about 10% children mainly between 4 aad 5 years of age,

including abciut 1% of them using hearing'aids. About ;35%

"deaf" children lived in towns and the rest in villages.

In town children belnnged in about 72% .tc. workmen famic.

lies and abo.; 20% tn p5:4fe3sional8 Eind office employees

/ss called "menfal workes"/0 87% village children ars

from fanners° families. It was 'pointed out that 25% mothers

of deaf children wmk for their wages. In farmere fa-

milies actual y all the mothers devote Wst of thildx time
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to farm and housekeeping work though percentage of wage-earn-

ing women is very small.

According to,questionnaires and additional,information sup-

pli,ed,by Polish Association of the Deaf and Ministry of

Education the total numb,er of deaf childreaJn Polaad was

estimated at about,18,000 thus giving'aa,index of 0.1 equal

to that presentedby 'World Federation of the Deaf at II

World Congress,in.Zagreb in 1955.

Those estimates did not,inolude.questionnaires about child.

ten with general disorders due.to neurotio'and psychic rea-

sons considerably dominating over deafness:or were a cause

of it. In,order,to learn to what.extent:deafness is connected

with mental handicap or influences mental retardation -

psyohologists consulted by the Centres./Ga/kowski, Smolenska/

conducted a preliminary psyohological analysis of about 200

cases reported in questionnaires. Theirexamination disclosed

as highly intelligent 11,)% children, average 45%, 22,3%

mentally retarded and aWmentally baokward. In the "fitst

three group A% children have shown someiemotional disorders

due to psychioal traumata caused by deafness and environmen-

tal oonfliots. All the parents reporting on their children

in the questionnaires have shown deepooncern and oare for

them. Many letters enclosed with'questionnaires asked for

medical examination,and help in child's education.

The results of polling in 196) establishing needs oonneoted

with development of care over"deaf" ohildren.in Poland

brought following ) conclusions: Care for covering deaf ohild-

ren ought

1/ to have general character,

2/ to begin sinoe infantile age and

J/ to be conducted by teams of specialists,composed of:

0
a physician, a psyohologist and a logopedist /for speech

rehabilitation/.
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Rlyelarmt pf specialistic Consultation Centres conducted

122.:20JALIALETiallsaLJNELSILMIL

Polish Association of the Deaf basing,on above conclusions

began to.establish consultation centres within the frame-

work,of its own,organization in branches%eunctioning in
every province /voivodeship/..These.consultation centres

are subsidized by Ministry of Health and'also by Mlnistry

of Education. Scientifio and methodicalbase is provided

by Mother and Child Institute and its .0tolaryngologic

Clinic with Audiologio-RehabilitationaliConsulting Centre.

Work.rendered forAhe,Associationby Mother and Child

Institute is shared by its Organizationand Methodical

Section.and Therupe,tic.Pedagogy Department. In the pro-

vinces consultatton work is.carried outiby Otolaryngolo-

gio Clinic,of Medical Academies.and.Defectologio Psycholo-

gy Department of Craccw.University and,Chair of Pclish

Language atjublin University covering whole country with

its logopedic activity.

It was decided that care over children,with auditory de-

fects exercised by C.onsultation.Centresought to be based

upon .three specialistio,disciplines.,Therefore in every

consultation centre conducted by the Association as well

by.Central Consultati= Department.cf Maher and Child

Institute - diagnostic.and rehabilitational work is con-

ducted by otolaryngUngist-audiolcogistlpsychologist and

logopedist or pedagogue. Tr make such:specialists become

familiar with problems conc.erning development) pathology,

diagnostication, theraupetics and rehabilitation of child

ren with impaired hearing - Mother and'Child Institute

organized courses on surdopedagogy.at which 100 persons

were trained and on surdopsychclgy training )5 persons.

Physicians aro being trained on basis of individual train

ling assignments at Otolaryngologic Clinic and at Central

Consulting Department of Mother and Child Institute.
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Specialists thus trained constitute medical staff'for con-

sultation centres operated by Polish Association of the Deaf.

ConsiOring that such courses provided only general intro-

duction into the problems of child deafness, a"larger team

of spenialists from Otolaryngologic Clinic) and Audiologiom

Rehabgitational Consultation Centre of Mether and Child

Institute initiated working out of detailed methods of

diagnostioationand rehabilitation for physiciens, psycho-

logists.and logopedios. This teamof sliecialists belonging

to the Clinic and Consultation Centre,is composed of:

4 physicians otolaryngologists-audiologists for children,

phoniatrioian, ) psychologists, i phonetician, 1 iogo-

pedist, 2 pedagogdes, I aooustioian /engineer/ and for ear

insertions, audiologic ..aboratory assistants, 1 electro-

nic techniolin and nurses. This team cooperates on the

prinoipal of mutual consultations while attending patients.

Furthermore each of the specialists elaborates on theore-

tical basis methods of treatment and detailed instructions

about introducing them into practioe.
x/

In this way the team worked out a scheme of case history

for children with impaired hearing divided into following

parts: medioal, psyohologic and logopedio with consideration

of anemnesis and examination methods adapted for particular

age groups of ohildren. Principles of auditory and psyoho-

logic, speech and voice rehabilitation were prepared to-

gethpr with tests for speech teaching. 'Parallel to that a

schedule of work fox parents is being vorked out for 10 2,

) and 4 years age groups. Basis for all the elaborations

cIoncerning both diagndstios and rehabilitation axe tht
CeopMfaloOft.000

x/ Elaborated partly in 000peration of Scientific Board at

Ministry of Health and Social Welfare with Childrees

Bureau-MEW - proj. No0 WA-CB-J Mother and Child

Institute.
0
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principles of development of hearing, speech, psychomotor

and central nervous system of properly developed and hear

ing chiArene

For the purpose of increasing the efficiency of hearing

and speech rehabilitation 2 electronio devices were de-

signed as prototypes:

1/ amplifier with earphones with sound oontrols for each

ear and with possibility to change auditory curve at

high and low pitch and

2/ vibration apparatus with sounds transfer on finger touoh

through vibrators.

To check the value of those methods experimental are as

covered by 4 Consultation Centres of Polish Asen of the

Deaf in fcllowing provinces voivocieships: Cracow, Szczeoin,

Katowice and Wroclaw. Speoialists working there assist

the Warsaw team with their experience and critic.

All the administration and organizational matters are

taken care of by Polish Association of the Deaf'and its

Children Rehabilitation Department. This institution sup

plies instructural aids and didaotio materials, coordinat

ing and giving directives for every Consultation Centres

in Poland. Social activity groups of regional branches of

the Association serve as laiason between consulting spe-

oialists and families of deaf 6hildren.

Conduct an&re4ts of work
Consulting centres provide advice to both insured and un

insured children free of charge. AotIvc advisory activity

is conducted by summoning children to a Centre, travel-

ling expenses for the insured being covered by Public

Health Sezvice3 Hearing aids are given free under Public

Health Service scheme covering about 80% patients. In

those centres with d specialists the tendency is tG in-

tegrate a child witi. auditory defeots into the society

of the hearing. Muoh care is taken to protect children
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against the "asylum system" and edupate in boarding schpas

only si©h children whose development is retarded by additio-

nal disorders or those whose parents,are,unable to work on

rehabilitatian,themselves or cooperate;with, consultation

centres.,During .).years'd1964-1966/ development of consul-\

tatLion acticity 6hows certain progress.but creates also

serious difficulties. Every year bringsgrowing'number of

consultation centres and presently -there/are, 14 of them co-

vering 17 provinces. The number of childrender care of

logopedicsin consultation centres grew,threefold /from 629

to 1875/. Nearly doubled the number:of advioes rendered to

parents /from 4)06 to 8014/ and also-the percentage of

children registéred at the centres /from,10% to'20/. How-

evcr ln spite of large percentage /20/ of children report-

ing at the,centres nothing would juitify optimistic conclu-

SiOne that all of thew are properlY rehabilitated by their

parents. Analysis conducted in Audiologio'rRehabilitation

Centre /Szymanska, Paw/owski/ has shown that,the difficulty

in ,carrying out rehabilitation work at:family homesorigina-

tes from the fact that mothers of deaf children have to be

wage-earners and their lack af education. For these reasons

in spite of 2equent summoning children V-athe Centre, finan-

cial facilities for parents, convenient.location of centres

and increasing number of specialists, it is often possible

only to examine a child and provide it with a hearing aid

but it is impossible to have any influence upon conduAing

rehabitational exercises under home conditions.

Resulting from environmental reasons only part of children

is able to take advantage of rehabilitational:help at the

centres, the only assistance to remaining children is using

individual hearing aids amplifying sounds from their smk-

rounding and thus applying auto-rehabilitation of hearing.

Polish Association of the Deaf conducting consultation

uentres for j years only and limited financial means and
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accommodations and still insufficient specialist staff espe-

cially surdo-logopedists and surdo-pedagogues, decided a

year ago to narrow for a time being the schedule of reha-

bilitation in relation to existing.possibilities taking

however undervconsideration the most urgent needs. in, view

of specifio,dexelopmental conditions and ability for adapta-

tion in first years of life, the work was concentrated on

rehOilitation of ahildren up to4 years old with special

consideration to auditory rehabilitation with help of

hearing aids.

Ia order to provide with hearing aids,all qualified child-

ren a trial equipment with those devices was decided as

principle to furnish aids to every child with impaired

hearing from infancy or from the moment.when hearing dis-

order occured because'detailed diagnoatic examinations in

children below '4 years of age are hardly 'successful.

Basing on accepted methods of audiological treatment and

principles of development and rehabilitation together with

social aad organizational assistance=from Public Health

Service, rehabilitational scheme covered all reported

children up to 5 years of age. In order to gather informa-

tion about:the results of those yearly activities from

the area of the whole country a questionnaire polling was

undertaken. Its results have shown that hearing aids are

being used by 70% children up to 5 years of age, 78 %

being 4 years old aad years old. Attentionlas

turned to difficulties'reported by parents. In 21% oases

difficulties are of technical nature, in 28% trOubles

are due to emotional disorders, educational and rehabili-

tational errors of the environment anUalso to audiologic

character of the troubles /e.g. narrow'auditory field,

and painful reaction at increased intensity of sounds/0

Further information obtained from the questionnaires

shows that in 45% children auditory rehabilitation is

controlled by the Centres. In other children such re-
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habilitation oan be conducted only on selfc7rehabilitation

basis i.e0 spontaneous and automatic registration of acou-

stic signals from chiles surrounding by means of amplifier

and hearing aid.

Although these results show certain progress in organiz-

ing care over deaf children in our country, they are by no

means satisfactoryBesides.ssme.aspects,:.of the problem of

defizess..in.ohildhood,and ;c4rgentzation, of ::consult at ion_ act i-

vity _75 many_f act ors 7 condi,tioningobt Oming ,by every deaf

child the help it needs. The problems of prophylaxis were

not discussed as well as early detectionvdetailed diagnostic

and looation.of defective auditory ,organtreatment, parti-

cular:individualization in,rehabili.tationdepending from

mental and psyehical,development of achild,and its ability

to develop speech. What can be'considered as real progress

in present work of our Consultation Centres is organizing

teams,of many specialties extending oare over,deaf child-

ren and especially establishing everydaTcooperation betwe-

en physician, psychologist and logopedistwith social

active groups of Polish Association of the Deaf. Particu-

lar steps undertaken by Ministry of Health.aad Social

Welfare.in,the field of.ohildren'rehabilitation ought to

contribute towards further growth of consultation activity

for deaf children.
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RESULTS OF RESEARCH ON TRAINING AND

EDUCATING. DEAF GIIILDREN TOGETHER WITH

THE IMARING

/The Paper/

HiStory of education of the deaf points out that du-

ring the whole time in which special schools for them

existed their pupils upon their completion are being

totally unprepared for life among the hearing after

studying there for 70 8 and 9 years6 They are unable

to read lip language fluently and to speak distinctly9

theyffail to understand Written language or form cor-

rect sentences. Their knowledge is on a level of the

fourth or fifth grade of elementary school.

No wonder that such unsatisfactory results of educa-

tion caused critical opinion of the present educational

system and spurred creative minds to search for more

effective solutions.

Besides the research in teaching methods9 there appea-

red some attempts towards organizatioual reforms trying

first of all to counteract isolation of the deaf from

the hearing in the present sys,tem of education of deaf

children in special schools. It is rather difficult to

ascertain who first initia,ted this new trend and when.



It is known, that such attempts were started by Daniel

and Greiser in 1826, then another one in Petersburg in

1836 and in the sixties of XIX century by Jan PaploAski

in Warsaw, and later on by dr Blanche, chief physician

in Deafand-Dumb Institute of Paris. In the nth century

new attempts have been undertaken by Sokoliansky and in

Mbscow; Rio de Janeiro, Chicago and Poland

All those attempts aimed to establish closer contact

of deaf children with the hearing during the process of

education. Some wanted to Achieve this purpose within

the existing system of special schools while the other

tried to enroll deaf children in normal schools. The

first attempts did not contribute much new though special

schools follow the same system till the present day. The

other trials of taking deaf children into normal schoOls

brought recently many promising results.

In 1956/7 a MbScow class of 8 deaf childrOn was enrol-

led in an elementary school for the hearing* They were

taught separately by specialists and extra additional

activities together with normal children were organized

for them. After one school year it was found that these

children made much better progress in comparison with

those attending special schools.

In the same year a certain number of deaf children were

enrolled in small groups in classes of normal children.

Also'in this trial, after the difficult period of adap-

tation; the final examination has shown unexpectedly good

results especially in general development of deaf children

upon termination of sharing classes with normal children

during one school year.

I should like to turn attention to our own investiga-

tions conducted in Poland in 1962 and 1967.

In the course of work of the Scientific Committee for

Deafness it has been found that there are such deaf people

in our country who after loss of hearing attended normal

schools of secondary and higher education graduating them
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and obtaining masters` degrees*

This phenomenon was considered as an,important one and

consequently those people, their course of education in

schools for the hearing'- became the object of special

research in 19620 The investigations disclosed that they

pursued their studies successfully together with the hea-

ring in normal schools, mastering the objects of their

curriculum and passing from lower to upper grades termina-

ting their schools within regular time*

Basing on the results of these investigations a reform

programme for special schools for the deaf was prepared

by dr IC*Kirejczyk, many discussions and a scientific syni .

posit= were organized* The results of the invtstigations

and the reform programme 'were published in the press and

dr KeKirejczyk presented them at thy IV Congress in Stock-

holm in i9630 All this caused increased attendance of deaf

children in normal schools together with the hearing*

In turn these children became the object of dr liXtrej-

czyk's further research conducted in 196T0 The investiga-

tions were carried out by means of questionnaires sent to

headmasters of normal schools attented by deaf children*

Their teachers and school physicians answered the questim-

naires getting often information from their parents* In

doubtful cases addi4tional information was obtained and

in a few detailed investigation about the schooling results

and knowledge was conducted*

In the course of the investigations it was found that

considerable number of children actually deaf, with rein .

nants of hearing and hard of hearing study with success to-

gether with the hearing children in normal schools estab-

lished in different towns and villages. The parents of the

children are on different educational levels, tram nearly

illiteeacy to graduates* Some were professionals or belon-

ged to working class, tradesmen or farmers* The children

study undervarious home conditions: some have a room of

their own, others have a separate table in the living room

while some share h table with their brothers and si0ters*



Some are helped by tutors especially hired or by their

parents in thir spare time but there are also such who

learn without any help with perfect success although such

child.mlght be the only one deaf among the-hearing in a

class or even at school.

41 children were investigated. Among them were 16 actually

deaf; 25 had remnants of hearing enabling feeble, hard to

understand sounds of human speech spoken with a raised

voice. Bearing aids mire given to ie children lbut 2 of them

n*ever used them. Children deaf at birth were 15 /36,6%/,

those that lost their hearing in the first year of age 12

/29,28W, the rest became deaf later, while 2 of them when

attending school. It is evident tram the above that the ma-

jority ot the children lost their hearing before the period

enabling mastering speech by means of sense of hearing but

in spite of this fact those children attend normal schools

for the hearing and make satisfactory progress.

Physical development of the examined children as com .

pared with normal hearing ones could not be regarded as bad.

8 children were qualified as very well developed physically,

29 as well developed and 3 belong to a group of matisfacto

rily developed and there was a lack of one answer. Four of

the examined children suffered from faulty sight, in three

cases it was myopia and in one a limited fieUtof vision in

the left eyes liowever one of the short-sighted wearing glas-

ses belonged to the best pupils and had the best marks in

the Vth grade and the two attnding already the VIIth and

the Xth grade respectively received also good marks. The

pupil with the limited nod of vision studied in the VIth

grade and had good and very good marks on his record. This

shows that faulty siwht corrected by spectacles does net

prohibit possibility of studying for deaf children with the

hearing ones in normal schools.

General psychical development of the deaf children com

paring with the hearing ones was also satisfactory because

as many as 7 of them belong to the group of the very well

psychically developedo 10 ehildren belong to very intelligent,
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11 show very good perceptivenesp and as many as 13 highly

diligent. The deaf children classified as well psychical-

ly developed by their teachers numbered 11, the same amount

/11/ mere classified as developed satisfactorily and 3 as

being on low level of general psychical development, Com-

paring the ratings of development of different functions

given by the teachers it appears that among those children

the highest are for: perceptiveness and diligence; then in

the middle are: resourcefulness and general intelligence

and the last: memory, thinking and concentration. Bkwever

the average rating of the worst developed functions is not

bad since it is just below good.

Discussing school records the results showed that only

1 pupil /in 41 examined/ was reported as "failure" and

could not be taught at a normal sshool together with nor-

mal children. II /26,820/ were in a group of "poor pupils"

out of which only 2 received bad marks at the end of the

term, 9 of them did not redeive bad barks only one had bad

marks on his report card in the previous year and the other

two years before., The rest of the pupils from the "poor

group" in the last tmv and half years had no bad marks on

their cards what proves that they were not really dull

pupils. The next 9 /2401V deaf children were considered

as of middle group, 17 /41,46%/ in the group of decidedly

good progress and 2 /4088%/ belonged to the best having

obtaiined "A" ma:ask in all the subjects. Those best pupils

were girls: one actually deaf with completely no hearing,

the other one could make use of a hearing aid. The parents

of both had only elementary education: one father was a

workman the other a barber. Both of those girls, it semms,

did not enjoy the best environmental conditions but in spite

of that made excellent progress. The medium grades were

put together separately for basin subjects, artistic -

manual /so called technical/ and physical exercises on

the following table:



Grades
Basic subjects

I II III .IV V VI VII VIII
B._ 1. B. B B C+ C+ B.

11..11.=10.4Millowwww....mMlimo...,

Artistic-tech- n
nical

B B B B+ B+

They appear to be not bad results being within the

range of 0+ to B+.

These results show furthermore that there is not any

difference in progress between lower and upper grades

thus proving that the deaf children manage to get fair

marks in both categories of subjects.

A pleasant surprise was the comparison of progress at-

tained by the childien completely deaf with that of chil-

dren with remnants of *bearing. It appeared that the deaf

children make not only satisfactory progress but obtain

better results than those of bad hearing while attending

normal schools. This fact proves again that deafness does

not play a decisive role in the process of educationgthere

seem to be more important factors and their close investi-

gation ought to direct our research efforts in the course

of next years

Investigating in turn the degree of skill in reading

lip language? I have found that in 13 oases the teachers

considered it to be rather poor, but in 25 cases as good

and in 3 even a very good one. Among 41 examined children

. 33 deaf make themselves understood to their school fel

lows by means of speech only; 4 by speaking and writing

and 4 by speech and sign language. There was not a child

who used only signs or only writing in contacting his

school fellOws or signs and writing exclusively, while

such children are rather numerous in special schools*

This proves that better progress in education is achieved

in normal than in special schools. This fact has been

also confirmed by special investigations donducted by

M. Lubkowska who is going to present them in a paper of

her own at the Congress.

B+



The distinction of speech of the examined deaf chil-

dren is on rather inferior level. None of the children

speaks with intonation. Only 7 children speak distinctly

and 22 make themselves understood, 11 are hard to be un-

derstood and i speaks unintelligibly. That means that the

majority ot children makes themselves understood or are

hard to be understood wht4,t from the social point of view

cannot be considered as a great success. If we would com-

pare those results 'with the progress of childrcin educated

in special schools then it might appear that the pupils

of special schools speak still worse than the deaf atten-

ding normal schools. The results presented above require

much labour and effort on the part of deaf children stu-

dying together with the hearing ones. The greatest dif-

ficulty presents curriculum of the Polish language espe-

cially in mastering speech as the basic means of making

contact and there is also some difficulty.in learning ma-

tha*aticq. Mn get gst.tisfactory resilitg in thAge AnhjActs

the deaf children must be helped by their parents, tea.. .

chers or school-mates and such help ought to be provided

for deaf children.. This is especially needed for those

children who were not adequately prepared for studying in

normal schools.

A serious handicap in making better progress by .:.he

children of hard hearing is inadequate equipment with

bearing aids. There is not or4ly the lack of hearing aids

but their quality is not of the best and faulty adjust-

ment, difficulty in maintenance and mending. This is the

cause that such essential help in the process of educa-

tion as hearing aids does not bring expected results for

the children attending normal schoelso It appears from

then investigations that the deaf children attending nor-

mal schools manage quite well in spite of encountered

difficulties.

The research disclosed also some factors on which

depends the success of such educations namelyt



i/ normal or high degrre of psychical development

/especially mental one/ of a deaf child att.encling a Apr-

mal school;

2/ preparation for education there during the years

previous to the school age especially by supplying the

same amount of knowledge as for the hearing children,

teaching to read lip language and ability to speak;

3/ creating adequate conditions and friendly atmosphe-

re both at school and at home during the sohooling period,

sitting them in proper places in the class-room, provi-

ding textbooks aad assisting them by teachers; parents,

school-mates in case wben they have difficulties in under-

standing or learning some particular subjecits4

It is obvious that putting into effect all the above

conditions is going to be difficult. All the handicaps

ought to be examined and overcomee It is imperative to be

done because education of the deaf in normal schools is

cheaper, more convenient for parents as schoolIng may 'b._

done in their places of residence and what is most impor-

tant it gives them the same chance of development equal

to that of hearing children and reaching the same status

in society which up till now was impossible to attain.

Therefore the problem of educating the deaf together with

the hearing has positive chance to be put into effect in

the future in spite of encountering certain difficulties
in this field.
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THE ANALYSIS OF WORK LED ON REVALIDATIM

OF DEAF CHILDREN IN POLAND

/The paper/

In 1817, J. Palkowski started to organize care of

deaf children in Poland. Be was the founder of the first

school for deaf in Poland. In this school, as well as

in those which were organized later in Poznafi, Rybnik,

Krakow and IwOw various methods have been applied in

turns oral, gesture and oral-gesture.

After the first world war all institutions started

to apply the oral method. Teaching of speech was acknow-

ledged as one of the basic aims of schools. After the

second world war a large development of special education

is happening in general, and thus, the deaf education as

well.

The development of social relations, mechanisation and

automation of labour poses new aims to the education of

the deaf. Now we have to lead the education in subh a min

as to provide for the pupil not only a profession; but

the skill to learn more and to get the ability to be adapt

ed to the changes which occur in the social, business and

private life of an individual, which is connected with an

enormous progress of science. A deaf, in order to reach it



must master the skill to get in touch during his job by

means of the speech. What is now the problem of the

education of deaf in relation to the changes and needs of

the deaf that happen so quickly?

The deaf in Poland are being educated in two ways. The

majority of the deaf learn in special schools. A part of

the deaf takes advantage of the dispensoriei for deaf, or

they are educated individually by their parents, and

next introduoed into the stream of teaching and educat

ing the hearing.

There are 22 institutions for deaf children in

Poland. In these institutions care is taken' of deaf

children aged from 4 to 18 years

There are:

1. kindergartens for children from L. to 7 years.

2. eightclasses primary schools for children from 7 to

15 years,

3. primary_professional schools for yoiang people from

15 to 18 years.

In spite of the development of education, the improvement

of work methods and the increased level of the teachers'

qualifications, the investigations carried out in the

institutions and work places of the deaf who graduated

from professional schools, showed that as far.as the

preparation of the deaf to p'rofession is concerned

it is good, but getting in touch of the deaf by means

of speech arises many reservations.

I. Mrs Stawowy after having examined 672 deaf who finish-

ed the primary and professional schools, ascertained

that only 10 % of the investigated deaf got in touch

using speech.

When analysing this problem on the basis of investigations

performed by I.Geppert, K.Kirejczyk, K.Glogowski, and



I.Stawowy it was found that the main reasons of this pheno-
menon are the follawings

1. the care taken of the deaf child started too late9
2. the deaf has been isolated from hearing people,
30 the apparatuses that amplify the voice and therefore

allow to use the remainders of the hearing were not
sufficiently applied.

4 years old children should be under a care. Thus, the
first 4 years of the life of a deaf child are lost.for
speech teaching. And this is the very period during which
the psychophysical possibilities of the child tol learn tha
speech are the greatest;)

The isolation of the deaf results from the fact that ill
the kindergartens, primary schools and professional schools
have their boarding houses:. A small deaf child whoAps
accepted to a boarding house enters the environment of
deaf, where the easiest and natural mean of getting in
touch is the gesture. The.speech the child is beinii taught
does not find natural conditions to be fixed. In boarding
houses there are very fiew situations forcing the child
to use the speech. Such an organization of education 'is

caused by a big dispersion of the deaf all over the

country. The agglomeration of deaf is not big enough to
organize schools without boarding houses.

It is undaUhtly a great achievement that children 'are under
a special care since the age of 4 years, as also the elabo-
ration of work methods with deaf children in kindeirgartens.

The result of the above said is that after a threeyears
stay in a kindergarten the child is able to get in, touch
if the situation is, easy, by means of simple sentebces

/to use sentences aboUt 500 words are needed/ and it is
prepared to learn at school.
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The school program includes the V, VI forms of a primary
school for sOs hearing.
After graduating from a primary school the majority of
the children goes to the primary professional schools.
There also are not numerous cases when children from
a primary school for deaf go to a professional school
for the' hearing.
It is tried now to organize separate forms tor deaf
children in schools for hearing , children. These are
only trials and one cannot speak iet about 'the results
of such en. organization.
Looking for this problem solution, the Polish Associa-
tion Of Deaf paid attention to the deaf who were
taught individually and who °graduate from tite:.schools
for hearing children«
On the basis of the achievements the above deaf got,
the Polish Association of Deaf asked dr., Kazimierz
Eirejczyk to elaborate a proposal of a ;eform.of deaf
education; 1,

This reform should be based on an individual care being
taken of the child at the moment deafnesso is' being
stated.
The child's tutor must be prepared to his wOrk by the
Dispensories of Rehabilitation of Children with searing
Defects and he should collaborate systematicelily with
the dispensory. The t'utor should aim at condlifing the
deaf to be able to leain in a school for hearIng

#.children;
When already attending a. school for the hearing, the
child Should follow up to be under t,he care*, the
.dispenibry.
According to this reform the Polish Association a
Deaf ccinducts 14 Dispensories for Rehabilita;ikon of



Children wi.th Hearing Defects the task oJ.

others, to prepare the deaf child to learn in a school for

hearing, children and further care of them. There ar6'362-

deaf children in Poland learning in schocAs for the hear

ing. However, the work of these dispensories meets serious

difficulties.

In the majority ,of cases the child's parents are profes

sionally working and because of the financial conditions

of the family either of them can resign working. In connec

tion with this it occurs very often t.hat there is nobody

in the whole family who would be able to take systematical

care of the deaf child, to learn the attitude to the child

and bring it to the dispensory. The disperisories are in

district towns and bringing there, children.from distant

places is difficult and sometimes evemixIssible. In

spite of this, the work led by the dispensories'praved that

a part of children can graduate from. schbos for normal

children due to the dispensory help.
.

Amalysing both systems of the' revalthation 6C deaf we sug
gest the following conclusionss,

1. An obligatory laryngological examination ofchildren

ought to be introduced during the first year of their

life in order to find' put the hearing defects as

early as possible.

2. In the cases deafness is being :Statedl.the child ought

be immediately taken unera.,special care of a dispen--

$ory or of special cr,eches.

3. Both systems of education should be parallely developed

which would permit to choose.the proper way of

education depending.on .the..child's cognitive possibili

ties family relations ttna.so- on.



4* The institutions and the dispensories should

collaborate very closely*

5* The apparatuses which amplify voice should be used
more often than now*

6* Scientific investigations should be performed, the
skill of the workers increased, the most modern
scientific achievements should be applied in
practice*
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THE ORGANIZATION OF REHABILITATION DISPENSORIES

FOR CHILDREN WITH HEARING DEFECTS OF THE POLISH

ASSOCIATION OF DEAF

The Paper/

The organiZation of dispensories of-the Polish Assom

ciation'of Deaf'was preceeded by several years of pre-

paratory worktled withintthetrames.of theSoleAtific

Comm*ttee fOr Deafnese called into'being at the Head

Board of the ioilish Association of Dee40 1/

The year 1962 was devoted%to hard conceptional and

preparatory work of the Committeez Scientific inve8ti-

.1gations were then perptmed Of deaf children who in

spite Of lack othearing studied in normal secondary

schools together withAhe heariingosuodessfully gradua-
4,:1

ted from these sehools:iumised examinations to the uni-

versities and, gotAhe degrees of moao.; Thenp they ob-

tained professional-rwork together with.the hearingonever

giving up as far as'their work and life were concernedo

On the basis of these.investigation results tha Polish

Association of Deaf being.the initiator of the Polish

licar of educating and tpaching the deaf -.charged Mr,01C0

Kirejczyk mAtaw the President of the Scientific; Committee

1/ Mr KtKirejcZyk moa4was the Presidentoof thb Committee
his deputy was Mi L0.0Kostencki owl2;0,secretary Mr Sto
Si/a-Nowittkio
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for Deafness with the task to elaborate a draft correc-
.

ting the exiating system of deaf children education.

This draft has been discussed, among others, with the

teachers of schools.for the deaf and other experts, and

finally presented for consideration and acceptation at

the Plenum of theAlead Board of the Polish Association

of Deaf. Then, is was sent to the Minister of Education

and published.1/

Simgltaneously "The view of the Polish Association.of

Deaf as regards the reform of prophylaxis, medioal treat-

ment and revalidation of deaf children" 2/was elaborated,

On the basis of these dqcuments and additional soienti-

fie reports, a scientific meeting on deaf children took

place in December 17 and 181'19620 organized by the In-

stitute of MOther and Child and the Association of Polish

Teachers, Division of.Special Education. During this mee-

ting all most essential problems from this field were dis-

cussed, On the basis of the performed seientifie research

work the.final profile of Dispensories of Rehabilitation

for Children with Rearing Defegts was fixed, the regula-

tions established and the Organization started,

One of the first activities of the organization was

to make out an all-Polish approximate list of children

with impaired hearing of the age from 0 to 14 years.3/

This,list revealed the necessity to take care of about

4.000 children.

The basic dispensory tasks are the following: a/ to

ensure an universal, equal with the hearing, development

of deaf children with special regard to lip reading, spep-

king; vritingf;. reading and full understanding of the

1/ KALirejezyk "The reform of the exiitingcsystem of
deaf.chil4ren education.".."Swiatingchych" /World of
Deaf/p Speclial Nr;VWarsaV, 1962.

2/ Polish Association of Deaf. Supplement to.the Special
Nr 43: the "World of Deaf", Warsftwi 1962.

3/ This aot1vAty was-conducted by the Children Laryngolo-
gical Clinic at the Institute of Mother and Child
under the guidance of Danuta Borkowska-Guort4g, M.D.
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mother language, b/ to gather and elaborate statistical

and scientifical data9'eommissioned by the Polish Asso-

elation of Deaf9,and c/ to prepare the parents of deaf

children to conduct the child's rehabilitation* The above

mentioned tadks of-the dispensorier were accepted in

1962 but they are still actual. It results from several

years of observations that more attention should be paid

to the universal development9 especially te mental deve-

lopment of deaf children9 and to help given to the parents9

tutors and teachers in their work on these children reha-

bilitation.

As one of the main aims of the dispensories assumed

vas the question of qualifying dear children9 according

to special investigations and work led with them for se-

veral years9 to most adequate schools and institutions

for further general and professional education* These

assumptions should be included into the practical acti-

vity of the dispensories. Nano of the selective committees

has prnpsr cnnditiona to gst oyantly accriantad 'with n

deaf child. This can be dons by a dispensory and is the

task of the dispensory workers. Therefore9 the dispensary

should determine to uhich special or normal school the

child should be directed for education.

The same concerns professional consulting. Directing

deaf people to m6st adequate professional lurk requires

not only the knouledge of the labour market demand and

immediate psychological examination9 but also the 'gay

and possibilities of development of separate individuals

should be knoun9 uhich is possible only in a c6urse of

several years observation in a dispensory. Therefore9

the dispensories must take part in such a decision in

concordance 'with the child's parents and OA school it

had attended

Deaf children9 with impaired hearing of preschool and

older age9 attending schools for the hearing9 or being

out of school9 can take advantage of rehabilitation dis-

pensories9 for children uith hearing defects of the
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Polish Association of Deaf. Deaf children learning in

special schools can profit by a dispeneory only under

the condition it is required by the director of the spe-

cial school they are attending. This results because of

a relatively poor personel of the dispensories and of

the fact that care and pedagogioal direction in these

schools are already ensured.

The dispensories in Poland are differentiated into

the central one, organized at the Institute of Mother

and Child in Warsaw, and the district ones organized in

separate district towns at the delegacies of the Polish

Association of Deaf. In the fnture the dispensories will

embrace all deaf children of the country. It results

;rota the experience we are having that the accepted orga-

nization of dispensories should be supplemented with the

dispensory agenoies /so-called Logopedie centres/ orgam.

nized in moro distant places which can be reached by a

sufficient number of deaf children. In such agencies

should work, first.of all. pedagoges logopedipts,.

Health and psychological rehabilitation could be ascer-

tained for these children in district dispensories which

they might visit from.time to time.

More detailed tasks of district dispensories are the

follgwingt registration of children with impaired hearing

examination of their physical and psyohloal development,

state of senses - hearing and s.ight 7 speeoh organs and

distinctness of speaking, medical treatment, protheses

and their maintenance, conducting of exercises, improving

the remainders of hearing and developing psychical pro-

perties and features which are important for deaf ehild

development, speech prming,4 general development /in its

all forms/, and languageithinking, instructing and helping

the paren4s9 tutors and teachers who address the dispenso-

ries, and the correction of their rehabilitation work,. as

also helping to place children in most suitable institu-

tions for tetioAhing and education, and next in appropriate

work places.



Among the above mentioned tasks the duty of making

selection and ensuring professional consultations are

ladking. The greatest emphasis, as far as prceti.cal ac-

tivity of the dispensory is considered, should concern

matters connected with teaching and educating the deaf

and hard of hearing children since their first years of

life. This should be equal with the education that is

usually taught to their hearing peers. The idea ispfirst

of all, to reach a mental development of the child, its

knowledge of phenOmena appearing in its surrounding,

appropriate forms of reactions and so on. These elements

must be included into the dispensory tasks as, according

to our experience, they are not sufficiently taken into

account when dealing with deaf children even during even

during the epeech teaching,

One of the most essential faotors that condition the

realization of the aboye cited tasks, is an appropriate

selection of the staff of working specialists and an

appropriate dispensory management. As the main role in

the process of rehabilitation of children with impaired

hearing is plaid by their teaching and education, the

remainings of hearing-not being taken into account, we

find that the chief of a dispensory should be a surdo-
,

pedagoge, specialist in ,the field of teaching and educa.

ting deaf children and his deputy - a physician otolaryn-

gologist or foniatrist. This principle is being gradually

realized /in our country/ within the inflow of qualified

personel.

The discussed dispensories employ physicians audio-

logs, psychologists and pedagoges logopedists /speoiam

lists, dealing with speech teaohing/. Apart of them, thtre

are management and technical workers too. The dispenso-

ries can invite other specialists to colaborate as consul.

tants.

We realize that this team of experts working in the

dispensories is rather poor, and does not satisfy all

the needs. However, because of all the difficulties that



usually exist during the first period, connected 'with

the financial statute, staff and place character, we

#hafi to limit ourselves.to the above said specialists*

The tasks and duties of a social worker are taken

over ,by logopedists and partly by the magagement wor.

kers* Exercises which render efficient.the remainders

pf hearing, and the adjus:ting of hearing apparatuses

are as far as possiblr dealt with by physicians, the

maintenance and repairing of apparatuses is most often

transmitted to other centres* There are, however, some

dispensories which are employing engineers in eleotro-

acoustics as keepers.* We realize that in the future

these dispensories will be obliged to employ social

workers too*

A separate queStion presentsithe matter of employing

teachers specialists in deaf children being sithultaw

ntously logopedists* In those places where the worker

is a well trained pedagoge and in addition a logopedist

/speech improvement/ everything is going on well, but

there, where the worker is a logopedist not prepared to

pedagogical work, things are going bad0 The latter makes

essential didaptic mistakes which do not permit to reach

ths desired effects in the process of rehabilitation*

In the light of several years experience we arrive

at the concluslowthat in the case of a lack of speciam.

lists being trained in both directions, teachers should

bs employed who are prepared to teach the deaf and help

should be ensured for them in the form of consultations

with a g4od logopedist* This is better than to employ

a logopedist not being trained in pedagogics* Such a so.

lution provides better advantages for general development

and the process of teaching deaf children* An adequately

prepared surdopedagoge is undoubtly the most important

worker in the process of deaf children rehabilitation and

therefore main attention should be drawn to ensure a pro-

per choloe aadmpropriate number of the above mentioned

workers*
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The rules, which circumstantially regulate the work

of dispensories,' the tasks of separate groups of workers

are determined, as well as the tasks by the alspensory

Council whioh consists of persons leading the child's

rehabilitation and the representatlyes of the departments

of health and education. The meetings of the Council

should take2place every quarter of a year, the chief of

the given dispensory being the chairman. At these Coun .

oil meetings,the work.plans should be analysed and coma

firmed, the work performed and its results should be estlys

mated and new decisions taken concerning optional changes

in the field of the dispensory work organization.

In order to ensure a,00llective work of all specialists

in the process of a child's rehabilitation it is decided

by means of fixed regulations that the child is assigned

under the care of the pedagoge who is conducting it, who

also trains its parents in the work led at home, and

minds about examinations and exercises carried out by the

physician and psychologist. At least once every two months

people working with the child pedagoges logopedists,

psychologists and physioians should meet and carry out a

detailed analysis of the run of the work done, estimate

its results and determine further course of acting.

The results of the consulation should be recorde4 and

signed by the partakers. Also the decision.about trans

f,ering the child from the dispensory should be taken

collectively and signed. This is to ensure a continuous

raise of the level of work and an appropriate care of

the child taken by all the specialists.

In the frames of the authority and duties of the cenc

tyal dispensory there ought be not only the improvement

of the knowledge of district dispensory workers, but the

training and work control as well. In the nearest faure

both these elements being taken into account, the raise

of the work level in district dispensories will be

possible.
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It is still too early t* eStiMate-the results of the

present actiyity of rehabilitation dispeniories for chil-

dren with hearing defects-olhe Ptlish Association of

Deaf, We fully realize that the attainements are up tp_l

now rather pooto. and thafithere Still are in dome dispen.

sories lacks and shortcaminiso.kIt,shOUld be remembered

that the Polish Association of Deaf;, being the first so-

cial organization,of,the deaf over the whole worldpstar-

ted its valuOle initiativs'in 1962 onlye The years 19624-

1966 were)the period o; preparatorganizational work

conducted within.the.:framW0fthe #ctivilty of the Polish

Association of Deafsin a close collaboration%with the

Institute,of MOther and Child and the Central'Audiologi-

cal Rehabilitation Dispensory far Children with Heating

Dtfepts ai also with Other institutions and organizations

which take intetest'in problems of deafneSs0i

The most,important thing Is thelfact that.the beginning

ha6 been made, The process of rehabilitation of a deaf

and hard of hearing child in Poland star:ts=since the most'

importantlife period for mental.develOpmeht.of eVery

child 10,e, since postinfant-and preschoo3Page4This fact

givea raise to the,6pe of,the Polish Association of Deaf

that the achievements of the most important aims of the

rehabilitation and integration of the deaf and hard of

hbaring will be possible under-the cOnditions which exist

now in Polan
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THE TASKS AND WORK OF SURDOPEDAGOGUES IN

REVALIDATION DISPENSARIES FOR THE DEAF

(The paper)

Counselling and assistance are indispensable to all

deaf : adults, youth and children, and even to theor

parents and educators. The deaf, as investigations and

experience indicate, are not in a position to overcome by

themselves the confronting difficulties and, if they have

to be equal to the hearing members of the community, pro-

perly organized dispensaries must extend assistance to

them. From our experience we learnt, that most often

assistance is nPeden in the scope of treatment and hearing
,

aids, training intelligible speech and lip-reading, prepao-

ationse the young children for attending special or normal

schools, and finally vocational education and assistance

in finding a suitable job and succeed in keeping it.

The aforesaid shows, that the tasks facing the dis-

pensaries are complex, and in order to accomplish them,

the dispensaries must provide a many-specialized staff.

There, first of all must be : physicians, electronic spe-

cialists, pedagogue-logopedists, psychologists and socio-

logists. It is true, that in various stages /and in diffe-

rent periods of life/ of revalidation of the deaf, occurs

the intensification of some other forms of revalidation work,

thus one time predominate medical treatment and fitting

hearing aids, another time education and training, etc.
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This paper, first of 'allt.views the possibilities

of extending by the surdopedagogue, assistance to the deaf

Child at the dispensary.

The task of the revalidation dispensary towards the*

young childx'en with auditory deficiencies; is to secure

them with, the same as the hearing ()hes, an allaround

development, and within the feasibility, preparation for

attending a normal shhool, together with hearing children,

or for acquiring an edudation at a r'espective special

school. With concerns to deaf children attending kinder-

gartens and normal schools - the dispensary should help

them to arrange proper relationship.with the hearing child-

ren and assist in mastering the scheduled curriculum of

study.
4 ,4

In both eases it means: to care for the childrens

health and physical development, medical trwitment, fitting

hearing aids and conducting exercises to render activation
4

of the residual hearing (if some remain),,and also work on

mental development : knowledge and skills scheduled by the

school curriculum, techniques of lipreading and speaking,

forming a posturs (habits) 'enabling learning and other forms

of adapting the deaf children to the environment of hearing,

people.
rgt... . /. ..(.1 o. "

Care for the health and physical development, medical,

treatment, fitting hearing aids and activating residual
Fri, T's. "to '

hearing, are in the first.place the tasks of physicians and
OM. r . ., .

.

electronic specialists, without whom nowadays no dispensary_,
,

for the deaf can effectively function.
o .,./

The work on mental development and education of the
41. . 0441

deaf children, are the prime taski of the rest of the staff,
,

and chiefly of the pedagogues specialists ana educators

of deaf children,0 Ar -411"

They haVe to impart to the children information about

the world surrounding them : about the occurring phenomena,

and existing objects, their properties and relationship
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between them, and the correlation of cause and consequence.

The teacher-educator has not o4ly to know, which phenomena,

but also to what extend they can be explained to a child

at the age' of 2, 3 and which to the 5 years old; which

of the spatial, temporal or numeral notions are easier or

more difficult, and in whar order of precedency and in

which manner they have to be introduced. He must not only

teach speaking skills and lipreading of separate words,

but also to construct correctly sentences and express

logically in them, their own impressions, feelings and

opinions about those phenomena.

Besides, when children attending kindergartens or normal

schools are concerned9 the educator should be in constant

contacts with the teachers of these children, and watch

carefully their progress at schnol, detedt and eliminate

causes diminishing results in their studies, organize aid

and serve with such an assistance, that the level of knowledge

of these children by no means should be lower, but as a

rule higher, or at least equal to the class' average level

in all taught subjects, and give heed to their speech, so

that : lipreading and speaking skills would present no dif-

ficulties to the hearing in communication with them. The

educator apart from all these9 should discreetly watch the

atmosphere surrounding the deaf in its class and school, and

endeavout to promote there an appropriate approach of the

schoolmates and teaching staff.

These as we know are not easy tasks, and the pedagogues

within the dispensary cannot fully accomplish them. From the

very nature of the problem, the home must participate -

parents or substututing them guardians, the school and kinder.

garten - the working there staff of teachers and educators.

Pedagogues working at the dispensaries have day in and

day out to conduct their odn work with the children, guide

the work of the parents at home, at each visit instructing

them in methods and forms of appropriate affecting their deaf
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children, cooperate and on current matters assist the

teachers and educators, who teach those childien in normal

schools and kindergartens. But also later assist the deaf

youth studying at vocational, secondary and at sthools of

university standing.

The aforesaid illustrates, that at dispesanries of

this type for the development of the deaf children and

their preparation to live among the hearing, decisive is

the form of psycho-pedagogical work. Most of place and

time df the dispensary, most efforts and concern should

be devoted to it, and to conduct this work the staff

should be particularly carefully selected, and closely

watched, that they accomplish their duties scrupulously

and systematically. It might also be ventured a state-

ment, that without an appropriately organized and con-

ducted psycho-pedagogical wotk with hearing impaired

children, there cannot fully be promoted their revalida-

tion, preparations for life, even With the best medical

care and electro-acoustic equipments at the dispensary.

Thus, it is quite obvious, that this work cannot

be conducted by people with an incomplete education or

amateurs, but o6j by well prepared teachers-specialists,

qualified surdopedagogues. They must master an ample

knowledge in the scope of normal and spedial pedagogics,

and particularly didactics, knowledge in the scope of

the normal and deaf child psychology, and in essentials

of logopedics, activating the auditory analizer and the

use of hearing aids. Apart from that, they should con-

stantly up-grade in their profession, read and discuss

most recent literature, hold conferences and up-grading

courses, and conduct practices with mutual exchanges of

views.

Setting forward to the leading place at the dispen-

sary the psycho-pedagogical work, and the conducting it
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surdopedagogues, does not mean and should not indicate

underestimation, and the more so neglect of other spe-

cialists. In the modern, scientifically conducted dis.

pensary, the staff must consist of, working appropriate

hours, medical specialists, electronic specialists, psy-

chologist, logopedists and sociologists. They all have

defined and specially assigned to them tasks, as well

with concerns to children and youth, as to adults, and

these tasks by no means can be solved by the surdopeda-

gogues themselves.

Moreover, even best prepared for their work surdo-

pedagogues, working day by day with deaf children, in-

structing parents in conducting appropriate work, and

assisting teachers, come across numerous difficulties,

which quite often they are not in a position to solve

by themselves. These can be created by particulard

difficulties in getting the child accustomed to use the

hearing aid during its lessons, difficulties in concen-

trating on the lips motion of the person speaking to the

child, lack of peculiar - for the respective age - inte-

rest, reluctance against efforts, difficulty in pro-

noucing some words or sounds, etc. That rises the neces-

sity of other specialists, particularly logopedists to

assist the surdopedagogues.

The appropriate arrangement of the process of re-

validation of the deaf children in the framework of the

dispensary, requires not only defining compentences and

tasks, particular specialists, reliably accomplished

tasks, withAgreat sense of responsibility, but also

harmonious cooperation, mutual assistance and counselling,

since only under such conditions is possible a full ac-

complishment of these really difficult tasks facing the

dispensary and other institutions concerned with provid-

ing he deaf for life in the modern world, in more and

more complicated conditions.
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From the illustrated here investigations, experiences

and observations ensue the following quite essehtial con-

clusions :

1. Dispensaries for rehabilitation of deah should : to pa-

:otents, educators, and teachers of deaf children, exT

tend appropriate aid in arranging education and training

in order to provide (as far as poss.ible) for a full

development, just like for the hearing, and especially

impart the very same information and knowledge scheduled

by the school curriculum. They should also extent

assistance do deaf adults abd younth in their various

vital difficul:lies. This requires many-specialized

staff, medical specialists, electronic specialists,

teahcers surdopedagogues, psychologists, logopedists and

sociologists,

2. The proper organization of work at the dispensary re-

quires defining competences, tasks, personal obligations

and responsability for accomplishing them, setting a pat--

tern of cooperation and mutual assistance, since only

in such conditions can exist and develop efficient and ef-

fective team work.

3. Since the psychopedagogical fulcrum is of fundamental

significance to the full development of deaf children

and secures in the future the same conditions of life

as for the hearing, therefore it is desirable, that the

mapagment of the dispensary should be entrustedixo one e

of the most prominent surdopedagogues.

4. With the aim to aquire maximal efficiency and effecti-

veness in work, the managment of the dispensary should:

a) organize professional up-grading course for all its

workers;

b) demand from every worker to conduct reliable documen-

tation of his work, so as to avail the use of it for

generalization and scientdfic investigations;
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c) introduce a regular system of controlling results in

work.

5* It should be endeavoured, that dispensaries, as well as

other revalidation centres, f0 inst0 schools, become

a part of the State rehabilitation system, forming state

institutions, since only then issossible a general

effective care and assistance to the deaf.
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EMUOATION OF HARD-OP-HEARING OFILDREN

A Mar/

The term "hard-of-hearing" is not defined explicitly

in dictionariedp encyclopaediad and periodicals.0" The .

textbooks define slightly defective bearing up to.tierious-

ly impaired hearing with sudh terms ass 7defective hearinet

"impaired hearing" and "bard-of-hearing" Using them as Ono=

nymeso Existing bethodd permit a precide examination to

what degree hearing is impaired and its partial loss is..

told in decibels or percentageso Auditory defect estima- -

ted by means of speech or wialsper is also measured in decic,

bels applying methods of Portman or Boennihhans and Roser

Limitsin.deoibels.differenciabing between those of

hard-bf-hearing; with remnants of hearing and ths deaf.

are.not uniform and precise up till now. This-is followed

by consideraqe arbitrariness in directing'claildren to

elementary schools for the hard-of-hearingl

Thus-children with slight auditory defects attend

thoseschools together with the deaf(' It happenso that

deaf -children are good pupils ih the schools for.the 43rdm
d

ofpchearingo...For the results of edunation not only the

degree of hearing defects but also general intellectual

level is decisive0
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Elementary schools in Poland were attended by 50176,600

pupils* -According to Danish investigation about 2%

dren in their school age are hard-of-hearing0- Assuming ".

that at least.504 of.them need special care we may estimate

that about.510766, children hard-of-hearing should be under

special care in 1965/660_ ."

The problem of education for the hard-of-hearing.child-

ren became a serious one and needs not only proper conside-

ration but.definite solution* UP till now nothing mmoh

has been done in this field .

.Results of work at the Selection Centre for Children

with Speech and Auditory Defects; existing since 1952,

show the necessity of organizing special education and

schooling for hard-of-hearing children and with remnants -

of hearing; Before' special institutions for hard-of-hearing

children were'established special classes for such.children

were organized in 1952 in Wbrsaw and Poznan* It appeared.

later that it is not adVisable for hard-of-hearing children

to.ettend the sames school with the deaf because it.is _-

necessary that they should steadily.use speech and hearing*

Therefore separate schools.for hard-of-hearing childreb.

were organizeds one in Warsaw in 1956; another at Trzebierz

at the same tiue /now moved 10 Szczecin/ and the third one

in L6dg in 1964.0

*.Iit the school year 1965/66 three schools functioned

in Poland attended by 332 pupils* Thus the number of.

hard-of-hearing children deprived of special care amounts

510434 pupils; Mae number of those children is large and

the problem of adapting them to schooling; work and life

- remains; 4

There is rich professional literature concerning the

deaf and has long tradition but there is lack of scienti7--

fic pedagogic publicationstreating tbe probiems-of.childten

with defeettve hearingt; Some authorsIL,Grzegorzowska, -

Z).Kirejczyki_state that.the problem exists.but do not elam

borate on it; The topic was tackled by physicians
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/Taardadin, St.Iwankiewicz, 114;Siedlanowska/ but they

disbussed primarily the origin of bearing defects and

remedieso A few articles appeared /Taystrzanowskal Sto.

Iwatkiewiczo.KoKirejczyk, JoTurzewskirdescribing hearing

aids and their application iu education of hardof-ihearing

children or.with remnants of hearing /I;Stawowy/;-

In view.of the presented situation exiating in the

field of education.of.children with auditory defects, /

should like to discuss following topics,.basing on Inv

experience as teacher in a school for hard=of-hearing

children:

1/ Period of preparation of a child with defective

, hearing for school;

2/ Education of har&h.df-hearing children in elementary

schools for pupils with defective hearing; .

3/ Training of elementary school teachers for work and

handling a child deviating grom norm; .

4/ Teaching children with auditory defeats and retarded

in their development;

5/ Selection of children with defective hearing and

speedo..

The greatest carhee is.needed for a.small child who is
t

hard-sof=hearing and in zirst place-thla period of develop=

ment must be taken into consideration The main thing is

to give such child the best conditions possible needed

for its developmento Good results are being achieved

with.pooperation ot.physicians-audiologists and specialists

in acoustics and surdopedagogy0 Modern technolog7 offers

many.instruments amplifying sounds thus enabling a child

to receive them. The purpose.of audiological pedagogy is

to make the 4hild take.advantifiwof every remnant of ..,.

bearing in order to create such conditions which are approm!

ximate to those of a normal child;. .Defects of hearing could

be.compensated by a.hearing aid adeVately.selected,. while

the-evolusion of speech and general psychical development

must be.controlled.by pedagogues; lOgopedists and psycho-

logists; It is their job to direct tho chiles education
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in such a way that.it may develop on an equal level as

a well 4earing one;-

_. Consultation Centres for Deaf Children and their

Mothers are being established in our country in recent --

years*. They assist both the dhildren with defecttve hear-

ing.or 'speech and their parents**. In.spite of rather.short

r.xperiencethese Centres have achieved positive repults**

T4eir_mumber is however too small to take care of all the

children needing.help;

. A Centre concerned with a saallp hard-of-hearing child

orEht to prepare it for the beginning of its school work**:--

Themork .of such Consulting Centre will undoubtedly contri-

bute.to the fact that some children will be able to begi*

education in a normal school but not all thelfhildren with

auditory defects will be prepared for a normal school; . .

This is.caused by.edditional handicaps; environmental neg-

lectp poor healthp difficulties.in expression etc0 Such

children will find tIleir way tntn elicemAntnr7 gehoo1 for the

hardr-of-hearing0 The school will continue the work started

by a Consultabion.Centre;. Teachersp especially trained tor

the.tadlc; together with audiologistsp laryngologists and.--

psychologists must endeavour to compensate the deficiencies

and contribute.to child's development* Small classes of

hardof-hearing.children and a whole set of instructional

aids adapted for sudh special schools permit to master.-....

knowledge and skills scheduled by curriculum of particular

grades as-Wis shown by experience so far*

,Basing on teaching results attained in Polish schools

for the.hardi=e-hearing together with investigations of my

own concerning the course of life of the alumni from such._

schools one may state that the children with auditory defects

given extra hours for Polish language and for articulation

are able to.cope with 'curriculum of a normal elementary

school; Thus a hardc,of-hearing child after compensating

vocabulary and articulation defects and getting mid of accomp

panying oomplexes,may pass into nommal aphool being taught

successfUlly normal curriculum at a special school*
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Furthermore )311;4_041d with auditory defeetvis given -

possibility to continue educationin a...normal secondary:

or vocational schoolo.. Already after passing lower.grades

of.special-tfor the hard-of-hearing/ sphool some_of the

children ought to .develop adequately ahd to master curri--7

vulumto a degree enabling -them to be adlitted.into-normal

.schools and-to continue:, education_there"0- However in order

to-find proper understanding in normal schoOlso the hard-

of7hearing children must have the teachers.trained for work

with.theca0 Thus gecessity arises to pay greater attention

to specialistic 'Pedagogy in teachers° colleges-0 There

seem,to be good reasons to train all teachers in the work --

in-special sdhools tp enable.them taking.advantage of-instruc-

tign gained-during-their studies about handling children

reOiring special _care:" Children.with_auditory defects; _.

mentally_4andicapped and with limited possibility of_develop-

memp-- constitute.a separate problem.;- Curriculum_and-

methodq_of teachingmust.be adapted to the possibilities-

and requirements ofthe childreno_The methods.wouad if

fer.fromthose applied for work with normal-however_hard=_

of-hearing_childreho. _Therefore lat_is necessary to organize

for the hardpf-hearing and.mentally handicapped_children-

separate cla.sses and even schools 'with narrowed curriculum'

and'differentmethods of.educational work, -

My research on-course of life of the first.44.alumni-.

completing educatidn'at Warsaw.School for_the Hard-of-Hear-

ing Shows that all of them.cope with problems of life and

earn their lilting* -They have acquired profession after

studying either.in nOrmal schools9 training centres-for

invalids or in.vocatiotal schools for the deafo They

finidhed schools and work in following tradess



Occutation

Ptrsemaker_ _ 1

Medical-la4oratory hand 3

Precision mechanician

Snackp,bar helper 1

BuPher . I

Cook. 1

Kitchen belp 3

compositor 8

Tailor 6

Locksmith 1

Turner 1

Welder 1

Draftsman 3

Farmer ,_ 1

Caretaker--janitcr 1

Student .
1

Apprentice 2

1Wisc61; 4
immoommemM~AmMommommemememmmeemmimMmm M m m MMIO. memoM .....mmiMm

I

T o t 40 ersons...... ....

y

Three girls after getting married.are occupied with

house-IFeeping only And are not wage-earners One boy__

after graduating secondary school /high school/ emigrated

with his family: ,

All who age employed enjoy excellent opinion for. 7

their industry; integrity and rehabilit; .They are 'sur-

rounded with good atmospheret.they.are liked as fellow-

workers or understanding superiorso

There is no doubt.that School for the hard-of-hearing

gives'the students adevate preparation for further.voca

tional training ; None of the alumni had any difficulty in

learning a_trade and in their places of employement.are _

efficient and_appreaciated workers: Good results in:teir

work they attain due to systematic study from the wry
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beginniAg of. education in so called "Centres of work"

through expression and practical and-technical trainingu

The children-are,well educated.and broken-into-work-0

In my contact with the alumni I gained excellent im-

pression as-to their standard of life9 clothes9 neatness

of-their-homes-and household equigment this all giving

them credit.for their resourcefulness and good management()

They enjoy good opinion among their families9 employers-

and custodianso- They discharge their duties both at home

and in their employment to full satisfaction of all.con-

cernedo We may-safely say that the alumni of Warsaw School

for the Hard-of-Hearing are full-fledged peopleo
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/The piper/

IntrodUction

Current attitndes in the United Kingdom to the educa-
i

tion of all handicapped chilgran are probably still re-

presented by the view expressed in an offAcial report

'of the' MInlitry of Education in 1954 that they shouldo

as fir.as their condition allows; be kept within the

normal environment and that th'ey should not be surroung-

ded,by an atmosphilre_of disability0 "No handicapped

pupil" it 'was said "shOuld be tient to a special school

who can be satisfactorily educated in an ordinary school"1

*Nevertheless it is still considered that special schools

are the proper education'al environMent for about 60000

children with defective hearing* This paper examines the

conditions of 'hearing handicap which allow a child to

remain in Ahe normal school environment and looks at

what is meant by being "satisfaC5torily educated" in an

ordinary school* Over the last twenty years two'patterns

of educational provision in ordinary schools hate been.
established to meet the needs of hearing impaired chil-

dreno

One arrangement is for children to be plaQed in or..

dinary primary or secondary schools but t ba.taught for

most of the school davin a smally special cla'ss by a

qualified teacher of the deaf0 The children are expected
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to be able to participate in the life of the school ands

where appropriates to take some lessons mith the hearing

pupils. Such a class or group of classes is known as a

"partially hearing unit" although some.of the children

attending such units are severely deaf.

The second type of specialist help is that given to

children whos.in spite of a hearing impairments attend

ordinary classes.and are taught by ordinary teachers.

Their education is overlooked by teachers of the deaf

who make occasional visits to their schools.- These "peri-.

patetic teachers" may give guidance in the form of advice

to and consultation with the regular class teachers or

they may give individual remedial teaching to the chil-

dren with defective hearing.' The frequency of their visits

variei from weekly for a few 'children to annual for the

majority. The peripatetic service and the units are deve-

loping services and both show considerable local varia-

tion in their"aims.and organisation. There is not general

agreement amongst educators about their function nor about

their merits.

The Ariticism levelled agaillst units ares that beinj;

smcll they do not allow satisfactory educational grouping

of childien according to ages ability and severity of

handicap; that being cheaper to provide than special schoo-

ling they may be'filled with children who could be.better

educated elsewhere; that being isolated their teachers

lack the support of senior teachers of the deaf; that

because unit teachers are better paid.and have Smaller

, classes than their'colleagues teaching hearing pupils their

presence in a school may be resen:ted.

Other criticisms are voiced but these are the chief

difficulties raised; they may be described as educational

and administrative ones. The adyocacy of units has its ba-

sis more in social and psychological grounds. It emphasises

the normalising influence on modes of behaviour of being

educated at the least alongsides at best completely
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Alitegnitedwitht hearing pupils'. It gives. prominence to

the advantages of *toping the handicapped child in a

day school and so,in continuous contact with his family

and local community. In a unit, children aro said to

derive a sense of security from the presence of others

similarly haL4icapped and at the same time a stimulus to

higher attainient in school work from sharing the aspi-

rations of normal childi'e: If so9 the unit appears to

offer,particulck4y.fayourable conditions for learnftg,

In the absenteof any large sutvey by which to test

the validity of such judgements, facts about eight unit

classes of seventy4one children, together with informa-

tion submitted by sixty4one Head teachers of ordinary

schools in which milts wereestablished, are used as a

basis for discussion., Three of the eight classes were

for infants, three for juniors and two for secondary pu-

pils. Some were in city schools, others were in schools

in towns drawing some;ohildren from surrounding rural

areas. In all the unitfOthere were many children who tra-

:Veiled considerable'distatices to school; some making jour-

neys of up to an hour twice a:day. Whilst education in

units obviously allomschildren to :live at home it does

not generally enable-them to attencUtheir iieighbourhood

school and so maintain in out.4)f-school hours the friend=

ships they form in sichool.

The criticismthat children in unit classes are not a

homogeneous group seems to be valid'but it does nct appear

that this'is educationally disadvantageous. As shown in

tables 1 and 20'there was a wide range of hearing los

and of 'mental abilitieslin.the childien in the eight clas-

ses and fourteen'out of the seventyone children had addi-

tional handi,caps iniauding'oerebral palsy, poor vision and

emotional disturbance.



Table 1

Beating Impa1rMent of Children-in Units

A'VE HEARING LOSS
/500, loop-e2poo iv 30db 30.40db

,

60770db 70t90db

..

90db

No , OP CHILDREN 7 10 33 47 4

% OF CHILDREN 9,68 14,80 461:5 24.0 5.6

Mean hearing4loss a: 62 db; 0 at 1905

.Table 2

Abil14est/Non-Werbal/ of Children in Units

grade yery dull 'Dull Average :pright Superior

No0OP CHILDEN 4 19 35 10

% OP CHILDREN 5,08 275 50,0' 145 1,05

Although in four of the classes the children's ages

only extended Over two yearsor less, in other classes the

age range was as great as four years. The units were the

first schools entered by-only.tw4ve children; nine others

came from special scho'ols of diffe-r'ent kiqda. The remainder,

an overwhelming.majgrity, have Illad exArience of failing to

keep pace in normal,olasses and therefore need rehabilita-
.

tion as yell as remgdial teaching.

Clearly the childien in any one unit blase are diversi-

fied by wide diffeiencles in age, ability: handicap and odu.$

oational background,: Is this difficulty for the unit teacher

reflected .in the attainments of the children? ,If wo take

readineYbecause of its effect on asal sbol wark/ as the

most significant single index:of educational,attainment,

we find that ab;)ut half of the unit ehilden are retarded*

However this level of attainient equaIs.that of the hearing-

impaiied childreniattending ordinary classes who were stu-

died by Fishtx- /1965/24* The children tested by FisherAlad



a mean hearing-less,of. 38 db. 10t5,4/-and although

unit provision was available for'them they were consi-

dered properly placed in ordinary classes. Table 3 giVes

comparative results of tests of reading. These results

show that,it,is wirealistic to assume that special

Table 3

gomparison 'of Reading Att4inments

S. ........0

Type No Mean RelAing Quotie4s
ofSchooliig.f chil- earing

dren .

loss
4igher
,than

85 - 114
A

70 - 84
° V

Below 7
/Severe

114
.nlverage,/ /Retar- ly re-

Able/ --"4/- tarded

Units 66 62 db 6% 41% 38% 15%
. 2 _

-Ordinary
cladfies 83 38 db 5% 45%

/Fisher/

educational treatment,can accelerate children's attainntnts

to such a degree ihat ,they catch up onoe thoy have fallen

behind but they do show unit children oamparing favourably

with other hearinglimpaired children. The heterogeneity

ofithe unit class.does not then appear to depress attain-

ments in reading; perhaps'on tbe contrary it may contri-

bute to raliling standrds by compell,ing teachers.to design

iore Individual sAhemes of work for thoir pupilso

Thus an arrangement with apparent disadvantages for

the teacher may prove to be in the interests of the

children.

It has been claimed that another stimulus to good

attainments comes from close contaot with the achieve-

ments of hearing children; this stimulus can only operate

if there is 6nuine interchange between the hearing-

impaired and normal children. Sixty out of sixty.ow; Beads

of sch6Ols in which there were units agreed; that the unit

children were accepted by the hearing but only half found
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that the two'groups mixed socially of their own accord.

Some organiied;.opportunities to mix for educational and

social purposeo were available in all sixty-one schools,

but the lengths of time involved varied greatly. In the
14.

eight unit classes which I observed, a few of the youngest

children join hearing pupils only for assembly, physical

education, music and dancing - perhaps three hours per

week.' Other infants and most,older'childrea increase this

time by integrating for art, craft, drama, swimming, do-
.

mestic science:or woodwork. Integration for acadOmic sub-

jects is extremely limited.'Only four secondary and'three

junior pupils attend hearing classes for subjects such as

Englishollaths.,'Illstory or Geography. One boy out of the

seventy-ane.is fully Integrated with an ordinary class*

These programmes of integrated activity are probably

typical of many units but a growing number of schools or-

ganise the programme diffrently and here the term 0unitc

seems to be a misnomer.: In thegA (6-00h 1 st, ninAtAAn old of

the .sixty-one :replying to questionnaires, the hearing-

impaired.children aie normally taught in ordinary classes

and withdrawn at certain times to receive special help

from the teacher.of the deaf attached'full-vtime to the

school. TN1s degree of integration assumes relative inde-

pendence both of specialiSt teaching and of continuous use

.of hearing-aids.in good acoustic conditions. There are

those who regfird this level of independence aS a minimum

objective for unit children at the secondary stage andAcho

question*unit.placement for those who do not attain it.

Teachers in units do not necessarily share this view.

The teachers of the two secondary unit classes thought that

only four children were wrongly placed, that five would

ultimately proceed to full-time education : lormal classes

but that ten should complete their education in the unit.

The teachers of the infants and juniors thought all except

four children correctly placed and although they predicted

return to ordinary classes for 40% of the graup they thought

that 60% would end their school life in units.
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AI first I questioned whether three groups of children

were properly placed* One group were severely deaf ohil-

dren with average losses greater than 80 dbo and poor

scores on speeeh tests of hearingo Mweverp apart from

two.children who were recognised ap misplalce4 all this

group had average to good ability and very natural speech°

They had better attainments,in reading than'the unit group

as a whole and so.suCcessfully maintained their position

within ito One might rthink a'second group of children who

were bright and had moderate hearing losses for pure tones

could cope in ordinary classes but speech tests of hearing

showed that.they happened to be children who were particu-

larly dependent on the use of hearing-aidso They would be

seriously disabled by the.reverberant and noisy conditions

in ordinary classroomso A third group seemed obvious can-

didates for full-time'education in classes of hearing pu-

pils because they had hearing losses less than 40 dbo

Certainly they needed remedial teaching and the security

of a s--ll class brit they dia nnt need a teaeher of the

deafo They were grossly retarded in reading but.this appea-

red to be more the product of mental disability or emotional

disturbance than of their slight hearing losso I concluded

that except for this last group nearly all of the seventy-

one childrenp despite complex conditions of handicappwere

beating "3atisfactorily educated" within the unit4Lmorma1

tichool environment 0

Ihgaganiklip Teacher Sertiee

have little personalwknowledge of the peripatetic

teacher stirvice and so must rely on information supplled

by a teacher who is organiser of ail services for Win-

dren with hearing Impairment attending ordinary schools

in one County
3

0 A brief desbription of the provision for

children in his care must suffiee* It is probably similar

to arrangements elsewhiireo This organising teacher has

responsibility for 241 ehildren but of these 180 are seen

only once or twice during their sehool careero Twebty

nine children are seen onee a year in order that he may



ADhea.that they(Continue to progress satisfactorily.

Another ninechildren about whose progress he is less

confident are visited in school once a month or once a

term, These Childigen are given help,ith lipreading and

be;aring-aids and their teachers consuled about the

children's school,work and personal adjustment. Such

visits provide'opportunities for continuous appraisal.of

the educational placement of the children. The remaining.

eleven school children are seen once a week'or fortnight-

ly and are given remedial teaohing in the basic.skills.

They fall into'two distinct groups: /a/ those.who are

fairly recoent entrants to school add who are just main-

taining progress with extra teaehing; /b/ those who have

seware handicaps exacerbated by hearing defect. In addi-

tion' this teacher is responsible for parent guidance and

regular home training of tw:olve children not yet of school

age, Be also assists in the assessment of hearing and the

educational placement of children referred to audiology

clinics in his area. He formed and is teacherein-charge

of two unit classes,

ponclusion
/eV

fn conclusion I wisheto offer one or two suggestions

which have occurred to me in the process of gathering

together this material*

Since peripatetic teachers are expected to be more or

less omnicompetent as administrators, remedial teachers,

audiologists, advisers to parents and other teachers, a

special liounse of training for them seems desirable and

could be based on the work and experience of those who

have already pioneered the service. Both theveight of the

case load and the breadth of duties required of peripate

tia teaehers seems exeessive. The burden could be redqcod

by providing more of them and by a diyision of labour be

tween peripatetie teaehers with an augiclogical bias and

those with a teaching and advisory bias.

In practlee, integration is usually seen as a one-way

mevement of ehildren e the handicapped joining the hearing.
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I think it'Oapable of developmentinto a two-way ex-

change of both:children and teaoherso Small groups .of

hearing children .can sometimes Join theihearing-impaired

in the'unit classrorm for free activities projectso re-

medial teaching in m4ths0 or reading.' Good relations in

a school are also foste.red when the unit teacher regu-

larly takes whole classes of ordinary children for sub-

jects in which she-is particularly interested or well

qualifiedo

If hearing-impaired children are to be truly integral

members of the hearing school society and not just a

fringe element they need to contribute to as well as

take from that society0 An excellent scheme in one school

illustrates my pointo A group of Junior children in a

unit were given training in librarianship and appointed

school librarians'and so made a contribution to the

school; they experienced giying a service and the arran-

gement ensured contact with ()Very other pupia4 The

advantages of integration in ordinary siJhools cannot bra

completely assessed by counting the hours of contact

with the hearing or measuring the ability of the deaf

to "keep up"0 Perhaps more important is the opportunity

offered to both hearing and hearing(Ampaired ohildren

to recognise each qther s place in sofalety0

my final comment is to 14)cognise as most.pe©ple.do

that in previding'for the education of children with

defective Ilegring a variety of placement is neDessary,

The old alternatives of special scho)0..or na provision

were inevitably too restricUng fer s,13me children and

wholly inadequate for others but 1% should be bareful

in out euithusiasm for newer forms of pmvisinn thrNt

we do or say nothing to suggest that spciall sAlo¢ls

are intended foT'9hildren who) failo They are feT Alll-

dren with handlaps which an dliftrent gn kind and

degree from thcse discussed hea'bo The speelal sAaeols

will gain by becoming progressiwolly more outward

king and inereasing their oantw,ts Wth ordinary satols



many are alkeady doing this. In the future there may be

advantages in building special.schools on the same sites

as ordinary schools and having all children the amenities

of the educational precinct.
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DIDACTICAL PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATING THE DEO IN THE LIGHT

OF THEIR REHABILITATION GOAL

/The paper/

Social position of the deaf, the level of their

relationship with those able to hear and the scope of

efficiency of productive-activities are determined by

the standard of their education. -

Therefore the deaf education specially organized

for the purpose is tbs most important problem of their

rehabilitation.

The deaf tuition in the ussR is undertaken as part

of the'general system of public education. Tbe State

character of the deaf education providen for'constant

davelopme4t and improvement the system specially organi

zed fOr tbs purpose.

General education is provided for all deaf children

/eightidiform special school/. At present a new task is



being fulfilled, i.e0 provision of general incomplete
secOmdary education for all deaf children /twelve-form
special school/0.

. In order-to raise the educational standard of.cleaf
adults-employed at enterprises, in the framework of
public education provision is made for special evening
/mural and extra-mural/ incomplete secondary and special
secondary schools.

In special schools general, polytechnical and
vocational triaining of the deaf is undextalcen0 In addi-
tion to.that, graduates of special schools have a possi-
bility to get a higher standard of vocational education
in special vocational-technical school or in general
technical schools together with hearing pupils/ or higher
educational establishments Apstitutes/0 Considering
peculiarities of cognizins activities dvelopment of
children.with vestiges of hearing /the poor hearing/,
their education is conductedseparately fram deaf child-
ren, special prlwry and secondary schools having been
created for hard-hearing Oildren.

_Specially organized pre-school tuition of deaf
children is part and parcel of their school educationt>.
All children aged from 2 to 7 are educated and taught in
kindergartens or families on the basis of a specially
elaborated preliminary system to school education...

The whole system of the deaf education is based
on scientifically elaborated principles;

Deaf children training is a complicated.process
involving specific principles and rules, investigation
of which is the special subject of didactics /educatio-
nal theory/.

.In the didactics system - the "pure oral method",
the scientific essentials learning process is dependebt
upon the- level of oral speech command which fact hampers
advance of their cognizing activitie00 This wystem was
justly criti.cized at congresses of the Vbrld Federation
of the Deaf.
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. Tbe Soviet didactics of the deaf education is founded

on.t4e principle.of close relationship of scientific ABC's

leariing and moulding a personality of the deaf child to a

means.of communication, thinking and sducation;..In order

to_attain.tho.unity of.Trocesses of scientific estentials

learning and transformation of cognizing activities of deaf

pupils9.the Soviet didactics has elaborated a system'of

formation and utilization of all kinds of verbal speeoh._

/oral, written, dactyle, including speedh of gestures/ at

different stages of deaf pupils' tuition0._

Application of. diffekent kinds of speech as a means --

of-education and thinking enables -to conscientiously master

the academic material, improve the activit7 and independence
of _deaf pupils and transform their learning and practical

404

Natural and scientific basis of didactics of-deaf.

children tuition is the conventional reflex theory* The

psychological teaching by IM*.Sechenov. and It;P0. Pavlov_ .

enables to corr9ttly assest peculiarities of'deaf children's

sensual perception, analytical and synthetic activities of

the.cortex, interaction of two signalling systems and

scientifically elaborate principles of scientific essen

tials.educational process in conjunction with 2anmetion

of-verbal speech as a means of education and cognition

advancement*

Teachini3 of scientific essentloals in harmonT with

logical verbal thinking provides not only fox meaoPtming

the knowledge by deaf children but also creates a basis
for transforming their cognizing and practical activities

with a view to inclusion them in the bearing sphere*

.The process of deaf4bildren's education consists

of .several stages* _Deaf children's cognition begins with

sensPle perception;-.Concrete images imprinted in memory

in,the course of sensible perception are gradually fanned

into notions and conceptions*. Formation of deaf children's

"knowhow" of using the knowledge obtained through practi
Cal activities presents a characteristic tendency of the
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whole process of education providing :eor their active
life among the hearing0

The process of mastering scientific essentials in .

harmony with formation of verbal speech habits as a means
of associating with other people and formation of cogni-
zing activities of deaf children provides every ground
to subdivide the process of their tuition into three
stages different tram one another:.

TjasiLnagat tuition of deaf children with
no command of verbal speech as a system of communication
and cognition;

ns.glagdAlnal tuition of deaf children with
a practical command of verbal speech as a system of
communica,pion and cognition; ImAplaulla.r tuition
of deaf children with a good command of verbal speech
as a.system of verbal and logical thinking and communiccem
tion0

The process of deaf children's education at each
of-the above stages differs not only in the more cogpli-
cated academic material but also in changing the means
of tuition, the pattern of mraV.5ering scientific essentials
and speech as a means of comuunication and cognitiono
Ihm)11 stage of tuition has a profound difference both in
the surdo-teacheeo-activity and in education of deaf
pupilso.

Based on the up-to-date tasks of 'deaf children's
tuition and peculiarities of their cognizing and practi
cal activities, the Soviet surdo-pedagogics has elabora-
ted the following dpactical prinoiples of tuition;.

a/ Unity of the process of scientific essentials
mastering and.the process of verbal speechfor
mation in its dactyle, written and oral forms;.

b/ Unity of the process of deaf ohildren's tuitidn.
and the transformation of their cognizing activi
ties educational tuition;
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A/ Combination of both tuition and visuals practi-

cal and labour activities /theory and practice/4;

d/ Application of visual and verbal means of

tuition;
e/ Consciousness and efficiency of deaf pupils in

'.the.course of mastering scientific essentials

The Soviet didactics of deaf children has come into

being as a whole theoretical conception which is being put

into practice in special institutionso Development of . .

technical progress and social relations offers more compli-

cated reqpirements to rehabilitation of the deaf. For the

purpose of a more profound and all-round substantiation

of.didactic.foundations of deaf childrens tnition; the

Soviet surdopedagogy carriee out research in the field of

the following problems:

a/ Determination of the main lines of development

of the deaf rehabilktation theory;

b/ Study of special requirements to rehabilitation

.' of the deaf;

0/ Determination of contents of generals polytechr,

nical.and vocational training of deaf children

with respect to raising the educational level

and rehabilitation;

di Improvement of the'existing methods and -

elaboration of new ones for scientific essem,

tials education of deaf children; verbal speech

and vocational skills and trades in the light

of up-tomdate practical industrial reqpirements

at entegprises with bigher*techniques and compli-

cated industrial technilogy, . a.

e/ Elaboration of a system of dew visual aids and

technical means,of deaf children's tuition at

ths level of up-to-date technical kmow-how in

electrical engineering; electronics etc*,
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For the purpose of developing theory and practice
of deaf children's tuition, we urge surdo-teachers of .

all countries to exohange opinions on matters of didac-
tical.principles of tuition of the deaf 'and unite their
endeavour in elaboration of scientific problems of deaf
children and adults' tuition with a view to attain a
higher level of rehabilitation
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CAUSES FOR CRISIS OF EDUaATION SYSTEM OP THE

DtAF IN SPECIAL SCHOOLS,

/A pap er/

Every -educational-system gacaepted,generally-,to._both.nor-

mal and .handicapped,people ,is adjust ed prevaill ng .liv

ing ,nondltiona of a given,period r4 and first of., n 1:1 to _the
_needa,and.ideas,of,the,olass:holding.politioal4)ower,Such

was .the.case,with,the.systempof4charity, with.the,syatem

of.individual,education,of.theDdeaf.anCultimately.with

_the,system.of.speaial,aohools.riEzerysyatemfaileCand

disappeared.in.struggle,whenitAceased,tosatisfy the

needs of newly born eppoh new living conditions and new

ideas.

Presient.and.furthermore.future.timesare.featured.by

pid,changesUnprec,edentedpin,history,developmentof

science,and-amazing.progress,of,technology4lermitnowa

days,to,master.the.universevliberation.of,,unknoWn,till

. recently,nuclear.energy.powerfulAn,itsaactivity,electro

nic,maohinery,multiplyingqeffioienoy4and-rangcof.human

Ahought,,-.putAhe.man,inastrange,ohangedrand new situa

tion,eIntroduction.of.mechanizationaand,autPmation_in pro

duation.and.ineveryr,daylife,of.man,withgraaual,disap

pearance of colonialism, racism and oapitalism, make those

changes more significant. New system of economic, social



cultural and politica/ life emerges and more distinctly,

New reality is being born,

Life in these conditions becexes much more complicated,

It places new and steadily grPwing demands first of all

before the education system as being preparatory in in-

troducing man to A different and constantly changing,

often uncomprehensibley reality. Thus originates and

grows the crisis of educarien system all over the world,

We witness therefore a wuve of scientific research, a

birth of new organizational,concepts and introduotion of

sohooling reforms all over the world, Under those condi-

tions a conviction grows that knowledge about proper be-

haviour will be decisive in status and place in life not

only for incaviduals but for whcle social groups, People

and whole professions standing on low level of education

and general development being not integrated into modern,

difficult aad constantly changing life, will be pushed

to its marging condemned for existence in ever worsening

conditions and even may become a useless social burden,

This lot threatens the deaf, Their low level of educe.-

tita ecquired in special schools, poor training in skills,

desintegration and nearly alienation from the society of

hearing due to difficulties to reach understanding by

means of spoken words makes difficult and often impos-

sible full participation in life under more complicated

conditions, It will be possible only by guiding the deaf

to the level of development equal to that of the hearing

and even'in certain fields to a higher one for the purpose

of levelling in that way negative consequences of deafness

in getting along with the hearingo There is no other way

fcir the deaf, It appears fz.om the above, that at the

basis of ever gaowing critic and crisis of generally ac-

cepted educational system in speciaLschoas 2c)r deaf

children lies its maladjustment to modern times and espe-

cially poc l? resLlts of schoaing and connected wilhit
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small possibilities of reaching understanding with the hea-

ring. Knowledge acquired after right or nine years of educa-

tion in special sohools for the deaf enc,ompassed within the

scope of 4 or 5 grades of elementaz7 school shut those childc-

dren out i'rom,the,possibility of higher education and interc.

grating_them,fullyAnto,the,qurrent of changes occurring in

life.

The,most,important-reasons-oausing such low results of educa

tion are-nowconsidered-not so much schooling methods /Pao

cording to general-opinion recentlyibut organizational er-

rors,in.the-system.of special schools, viz.:

wasting,early years of 'life and late beginning of ducation

not sooner than in the 6th or 7th year of age,

- fax reaching isolationo'often nearly complete segregasion

Qf deaf children from the hearing during the process of

thpir,edaantians

small participation,in scientific, achievements and lack

of team-work of various specialists during the period of

rehabilitation and edaoation of deaf children.

Correct influencing a child during the first years of its

age is of very great importance, as is shown by scientific

research work on physiology of central nervous systemp

psychology and pedagogy. From that depends in an essential

degree the development of every,child and more so of a handi

capped and also of a deaf one. Our present, commonly applied,

system of educating deaf children in special.slihoas, is

concerned first of all with children In the age of school

obligation /without guaranteeing to serve all children/

paying only marginal attention to thQ preschool age and dis-

regards completely the first thooree years of child's life.

Such procedure is at variance With results of scientific

research and therefore the whole system requires at this

point adequate corrections and alterations.

Proper psycho-eduoational work with the deaf ought to begin
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from the moment when deafness is re6ognized, therefore

very often in the first year of life, and not before

enrolling the child in school. Duringithose years not

only physical development ought to be assured equal to

that of children of the same age but alsolpsychical one:

The child has to be taught reading lip speech and speak-

ing aloud because'according to experienoethat period

is the best because at that time of life every child learns
to speak.

This has been tried in our and in other coumtries thus

showing that the result is quite possible:Lo'be attained.
Wasting:first years of life causes retardation in gene-

ral development and in learning speedh.which cannot be

compensated during:school years thus becoming one of the

reasons for poor results of teaching.

Qrganizatiaa of psytho-pedagogical influgnce on children

in their first years and in. the preschool,age ought to

be included into obligatory system6of,schooling aad edu-

cation because only then it will be possible to adhieve

an equal level of development of deaf children.with that

of hear,ing ones. This, must be done regardless whether in

form of special insiitutions for deaf infants staying

there with their parents or without them 'or in form of

t4torship in family house or in nOrmalikindergartens.

Isolation of deaf school-children from the'society of

bearing is further, negative in its results, feature of

generally adopted system of education,in special schools.

Deaf children learning in those schoolsand living in

boarding-schools exclusively, for them, have slight con-

tacts with the hearing,and,consequently,have no use of

speedh as it suffice them.a,poor and,simple0anguage of

natural, gestures, taught signs and dadtylology which the

environment of the hearing does not knowand does not

understand. They acquire under such conditions a great

deal of useless knowledge and skills, developing a



,stries,of-habits-tqtal-iyuns,u1;table:intheir,fut4re_life,.
among the hearing,

Understanding correct mother tongue and using it in the
environmeiat of special school is usuallyenot necessary. By
learting to speak and training articulation,,without the
necessl,ty.afusing.speech in mothertongueAn. steady con-
tact, the problem is not solved andthetchildren leaving
special,schopls.cannot-establish mwtuallundkrstanding with
the,hearing.,Their,amount,of education,ovithOut good know-
ledge,oflanguag,,is and.must.be alSolimited. Therefore
in the history of education of.the.deafoge.may notice spo-

radic,attempts,leading,not,only.toward,decreading 'the de-
gree,of isolationsbut trits.completeabOlition -and aim=
ing to close oontadyting the deaf children with the hearing
both in classes and in everyday life.
Those,attempts,fcillowed two courses:,one.k0eping education
of deaf children in separate specialschOols'aimed at cdn-
tacting them with the hearing by means:of.picnics, visit-
ing, meetings and even sharing boarding=Achoolsu the other
tried to enroll deaf children in normal.schools. First
trials.brought nothing much new, Next.ones'after a series
of,failures give presently-more hopeful results. The most
interesting ars:

1/ Placing a whole class of deaf children in a school for
the hearing.and,teaching it,by seoiai,me:thods with
establishing close contacts with hearing pupils of'neigh-
bouring classes; 1/

2/ Including small groups of deaf children in the same
classes with the hearing. ones;

4WA=3 0.6CM.Caur:,

1/ A0P,0Pongilskaja,.E0J0Gieroskina "Experiments in teaching
deaf children in schools for the hearing", Institute cf
Defectology in Moscow, 1956/570



j/ Teaching individual deaf children together with hearing

pupils in normaLsohools; this being:practised more and

more especially in Poland.

The,first,theoretical elab.oration.of the conoept of new

system of educating deaf children in normal schools to-

gether with the hearing pupils presented on'international

arena dr, Kazimierz Kirejczyk /POLAND/*at IVth Congress

of World Federation,of the Deaf in Stockholm in 1900
2/

In his,paper,.referring,to.his investigation of cadés of

deaf children learning together withthe hearing pupils

in normal,schools in Poland and.finiphing,at'the same

time as,the hearing.aaes not only elenientary schools but

secondary and of higher education and even,obtaining

scientific degrees, the author drafted a proposed reform

of the present system of teaching deaf children in

special schools. He suggested taking care of deaf ohild-

ren when they are two years old thus'preparing them for

school work together with the hearLng,childien and then

admitting such prepared pupils to schools)for the hear-

ing assuring simultaneously adequate,conditions and help

for them. The paper caused a lively4discussion but did

not find any reflection in the final resolution of the

Congress.

Since that time four years have passed.. Eduoating deaf

chlldren with the hearing ones in normal schools and

showing good results became more frequent not only in

Poland but in other countries. Nevertheless the system

of educating deaf children in special schools isolating

them from the hearing in spite ofpitslnadequacies is

being practised generally up till novo This gives a

smaller scope of knowledge to the deaf children thus

limiting their development and possibilities to attain

success in life.

2/ K.Kirejczyk:The Designed Reform of the Welfare and
Education System of Deaf Children-Polish Ass'n of
the Deaf 196j



Nearly absolute ruling of the tresent, traditional system

of educating deaf children in special schools and in isolation

from the hearing and successful experiments in teaching

them together with the hearing in normal schools in dif-

ferent countries contributed to growing'research and to

increased number of papers inAhis field at the present

Congress,

All,the papers, especially initial investigations conduct-

ed in Poland, prove that_theAtaf.children4can be /provid-

ingspecified,conditUnseare,kept/eeducated,sucaessfully

together with hearing pupils, passing with them into high-

er.grades,and finishing element.ary schools after learining

subjectsscheduled in.ourriculum - then:graduate secondary

and higher,scho,ols at the same tim* and with equally good

results as.the hearing.ones,

Special,attention_should be.paids-in next few yearst to

widening the scope of those experiments, their close

examination and submitting them to,praotical tests in other

countries, because,they,show that.probatly a new way was

found permitting the deaf to reach the same level of gene-

ral development as the hearing,

Now, the last problem a very importantone for education of

thp deaf: profiting from scientific achievements in the

work on development of deaf children,

Special schools employ chiefly teachers and tutors only,

They are experts in teaching and educatianal methods for

deaf children but they do not command enough;knowledge in

the field of otclaryngology9 phoniatry ortophonios, electro-

acoustics, and hearing aids, psychvlogy.of'the deaf, methods

of activating defec,tive analyser of sounds etc. Without

full and proper utilizing of knowledge and skills embodied

in:those scientific disciplines it is rather difficult t*

discuss full rehabilitation of the deaf, Therefore theiae

teacher must be sure to have ready assistance of experts in
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other branohes of science dealing with deafness. It is a

disputable question whether such experts ought to be employ,-

ed in.sohools or in. special consultation centres but beyond

an$ discussion is tho necessity of securing their help for

the teachers, tutors and families working on fizll rehabili-

tation of the deaf.

It seems that in this *ay not only the aauses of the crisis

in special schools were presented butbasing on modern

theory and practise in the field of rehabilitation, es-

sential direction of changes!in the present system of edu-

oation of deaf children has been outlintd.

In our opinion:

1/ Pedagogical work on development of deaf children ought

to begin earlierlfrom the moment the deafness was

recognized/;

2/ This work ought be integrated with the life and

education of hearing children as much as possible,

)/ Aohievements of other scientific disciplines connected

P. with dea2ness must be widely exploited by complementary

including of experts representing those disciplines

in the process of rehabilitation.

There might be and are possibilities and methods of solv-

ing those problems /depanding on existing social, economic,

cultural and political conditions in different oountries/.

In Poland in ever larger extent consultation of experts is

introduoed as well as teaching individual deaf ohildrea in

classes for the hearing within the framework of state e10-

mentary, secondary, vocational and higher schools. In

other oountries edaoation may take place in family homes,

or by one or two children enrolled in classes in private or

oommunal schools for the hearing children. There might be

other organizational forms. In all oases however as it is
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pointed out by new trends and considerations preseilted

above, a tendency ought to appear aiming at beginning of

special pedagogical work from the moment when deafness was

recognized and directed toward connecting -teaching and

education with,life and with that of hearing children and

grownups.together,with tendency to prcfit,fully from all

the conquests of science. Without fulfilling,those condi-

tions it,is impossible to attain by the deaf the level of

the,hearing and,tu integrate them fully into ever dhanging

and complicated.stream,of life. Such are the requirements

of present,times and,therefore everything ought to be

done.in order.to.enable the deaf to meet them as soon as

possible after changes introduced into present system of

education.

Closing these considerations one thing Ought.to be added

for the purpose of presenting a fully clear picture name-

ly that from.presentexperiments aad researdhimt dees.not

follow that all the deaf children will be in a position

to enter the road of educatimg them together with the hear-

ing. There is not ay apparent possibility to enroll in

normal schools deaf children mentally handicapped, deaf and

also afflicted with serious eye defects and such deaf child-

ren who in their first years of lift were not prepared to

learn together with the hearing.

Therefore the total riddance of present system of educat-

ing the deaf is not desirable but the tendency ought to aim

at its reasonable limitation and at establishing two paral-

lel systems, at least for a time bpingoamellY: new one for

educating particular deaf children in ri,rmal schovls together

with the hearing ones and the other, existing now, for educa-

tion remaining deaf.children.in.speaial,schcols.after intro-

duaing,changessand4modernizAngon,thepbasis of teadencies

presented.here..Such.organization.af,edwAtion.at_the pzesent

state of theoretical and practical science ought to meet the

requirements of all and enable them to attain the highest,

and within their reachouliversal development and to be trained

for the useful life in modern society.


